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'Not a lot of logic': NSW minister
slams federal aged-care move

A surprise move to privatise expert aged-care decisions lacks "logic" and has given
NSW's Health Minister major concerns about the Morrison government's approach
to the embattled sector.

Aged care assessment teams (ACAT), which include state-employed nurses,
geriatricians and social workers, work at public hospitals to assess the level of
care required by individual elderly Australians.

The federal government, which funds ACAT, has announced a network of private
assessment organisations will deliver it from April 2021, with a tender to be held
next year.

NSW Health Minister Brad Hazzard said the decision was not raised with him at a
recent meeting of state ministers, nor by federal Health Minister Greg Hunt and
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NSW Health Minister Brad Hazzard has taken a shot at his federal colleagues for their decision
to privatise aged-care assessments. JAMES ALCOCK
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Aged Care Minister Richard Colbeck.

"NSW has major concerns," Mr Hazzard said. "It seems pre-emptive and
unreasonable to be effectively privatising health aged-care services while the
royal commission into aged care is still under way. Not a lot of logic there."

More than 400,000 assessments are done every year for home-care packages and
residential care, at a cost of $800 an assessment. They determine if an elderly
person needs help showering, cooking or cleaning at home, with expert health
professionals discussing further care options with families.

The current arrangement — where the states employ the teams and the federal
government funds them — has been in place for three decades.

Senior health sources say no private providers can offer the expertise to
adequately assess the often complex needs of hundreds of thousands of elderly
Australians. They argue state governments are an independent gatekeeper to the
aged-care industry.

Experienced geriatrician Dr Peter Gonski said outsourcing assessment teams
would have a serious detrimental impact on the delivery of proper care.

"That relationship and partnership [between ACAT and doctors] may be at risk,
and that's a big problem," Dr Gonski said.

Dr Gonski said "at least half" of assessments were done in hospitals, meaning
bringing teams in rather than having them on site could force delays.

"It's not good for them [patients] because it could keep them in hospital. It's not
good for the hospital because it ties up beds that could be used elsewhere," he
said.

The aged care industry says the half a million dollars dedicated to Australian aged care will not do
enough.
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There was also the potential for a conflict of interest, if companies ran lucrative
nursing homes and also conducted assessments.

"It would worry me if a private company had accountability that went beyond the
pure interest of the elderly person," Mr Hazzard said.

Senator Colbeck dismissed the comments from his NSW Liberal colleague, saying
the reform was supported by the Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and
Safety.

"This is not going to be an overnight exercise. I'm not ruling out the states playing
a part but it's certainly not going to continue the way it is now," he said.

Senator Colbeck said there were inconsistencies in the service that needed to be
addressed with a national approach.

The federal government argues the changes will provide a better experience for
older Australians by streamlining the process.

The regional assessment service and ACAT will be merged into a single
workforce. Existing assessments and packages won't be affected by the change and
will continue to be free of charge.

The royal commission is due to issue its final report in November 2020.


